Moving Forward is available for a fee of $250. For an additional fee, one or both of our curators can attend to host workshops or facilitate a discussion. Generally, we charge $300 for a half day or $550 for a full day. Plus travel, accommodations, and per diem. And in their new book Living Forward, they’ll show you exactly how to do the same thing. In this step-by-step guide, Hyatt and Harkavy share simple but proven principles to help you stop drifting, design a Life Plan with the end in mind, and chart a path that will take you there. And you can work the process in just one day. Within 24 hours of reading this book, you can be moving down a clear path toward the life you want. It’s possible, and Living Forward shows you how. Order Now.

Praise for Living Forward.

“Moving Forward” is an easy read and the type of book that is hard to put down. Every page makes you want to read the next one. I have truly enjoyed the book and have learned where I need to step forward to make a change for the next election. Karine Jean-Pierre shows us how to be the voice among the craziness in politics. She didn’t grow up in a family of wealth but made a successful path for herself. I loved that her book is truthful of her struggles.